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Story

• Entertaining and action-packed!

• The three non-threatening dinosaurs are funny, likeable characters that both boys and girls can relate

to

• Key theme: invisible friends

• Every child’s dream: toys that come to life

• Plenty of hilarious, situational comedy and gags

• Fun for adults too!

• Dinosaurs are a perennial favourite with children

Juri has a secret: dinosaurs are not extinct! There are three of them living in his mum’s old doll’s house,

and their names are Happi, Igur and Permilla. Juri is the only one who knows they are not just toys but

living, breathing dinosaurs. The four friends have lots of exciting adventures together, and with three real-

live mini dinos around, fun Is never far away!

Little dinos … big heroes

What happens in Vol. 4:

Juri lets the tiny dinos come with him to the seaside, hidden in his backpack. The dinos are overjoyed:

holidays sound delicious! Imagine their disappointment when they find that there is no prehistoric greenery

on the island ... Or is there?
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Press commentaries

Press reviews for the series:

“The Tiny Dinos are ideal for encouraging children to read independently.”

Peter Mayr, derStandard.at

“These tremendously funny books, with their large print and lovely illustrations, are fantastic entertainment

for first-graders.”

Barbara Blasum, hoppsala.de
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More titles in this series

The Tiny Dinos Can Do

Everything (Vol. 1)

The Tiny Dinos Want Biscuits

(Vol. 2)
The Tiny Dinos Make Some

New Friends (Vol. 3)

The Tiny Dinos Go on a School

Trip (Vol. 5)
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